
 
 

Women’s Business Club 
Exhibitor Checklist 

 

 

Maximise your business potential through exhibiting 
Exhibiting can help grow your business, build your brand and increase your profit if you have a 

good strategic exhibiting strategy. Many businesses exhibit, most pitch up with a banner and sit 

behind a table hoping for ideal clients to come and buy from them, few get a good ROI. Those who 

understand that exhibiting is a skill that can be crafted and developed will get a return no matter 

how good the business show is. Join us as we explore exhibiting in-depth and leave you with a clear 

strategic plan either as an exhibitor or delegate.   

 



 

Your Exhibitor Checklist 
You actually need three checklists as there are three clear stages to exhibiting, it’s not just about the 

day of the event, it’s more about what you do before and after that counts most. 

 
Before the event - start with the end in mind: 
Ideally, you want to start this stage 3 - 6 months before the event. 
 

❏ Plan the promotion of your attendance at the conference in advance. 
❏ Order promotional material well in advance as there could be print errors or delays. 
❏ Create an irresistible pitch and plan what you and your team will say. 
❏ Plan out your exhibitor space and make it look great! 
❏ Decide how you will measure your success, e.g. Number of new leads, number of sales, 

number of conversations, etc. 
❏ Define your target audience and clearly show the problem you solve for them. 
❏ Set a realistic budget so you know how much you need to recover. 
❏ Design a memorable on stand experience - walk through the experience yourself. 

beforehand and decide how you want delegates to feel at your stand. 
❏ Plan to bring more team members than you think you need! 
❏ Create a post-event email that’s ready to send once the event closes. 
❏ Create an action plan with designated roles and responsibilities.  
❏ Test all equipment and tech before the event and again at the event before it opens. 

 
During the event: 
 

❏ Remember to smile. 
❏ Don’t sit behind your table, always stand out in front of your exhibition area, even in the 

walkway a little. 
❏ Have a plan for capturing the details of leads, perhaps swop something nice like chocolate 

for their business card, or have a prize draw. 
❏ Post live photo and video updates during the event, tagging fellow exhibitors and delegates 

that you meet. Use the official event hashtag in each post. 
❏ Network, don’t just sell. 

 
After the event: 
 

❏ Follow up with each and every lead, keep the conversation going after the event. Not 
everyone is ready to buy at the event but with a little more time they might be. 

❏ Post photos of your stand, your team and action shots on social media afterwards, 
reminding your followers of any offers you are promoting. 
 

 
 
You are invited to exhibit with us in December at our Women's Business Conference 

 

https://www.womensbusiness.club/conference/

